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Abstract

Purpose – Most marketing researchers use rating scales to understand consumer preferences. These
have a range of problems, which can be greatly ameliorated by the use of a new technique, best-worst
scaling (BWS). The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the BWS method by an empirical
example, which demonstrates the steps to design and analyze a BW study.
Design/methodology/approach – A brief critique of ratings and rankings is presented. Then the
basic concept of BWS is described, followed by how to use the BW method to explore how Australian
and Israeli consumers choose wine in a retail store. The paper demonstrates the design of the
questionnaire as well as the steps to analyze and present the results.
Findings – The BWS approach can be easily implemented for research in wine business especially
for multicultural comparisons as it avoids scale confounds. After transformation of the best and
worst scores of each respondent for each attribute, the data can be analyzed directly using various
statistical methods and can be expressed as choice probabilities.
Research limitations/implications – The advantage of BWS is its ability to compare attributes
using B�W and B/W scores. The BW method provides a better discrimination of the attributes
analyzed.
Practical implications – The simplicity of the analysis and graphical presentation makes a
significant contribution to practitioners as the B�W counts and probabilities of attributes are easy to
obtain and understand.
Originality/value – This paper presents BWS method in a form that researchers and practitioners
can use and adopt for research and market surveys. The paper presents an empirical example using
BWS method to determine the importance of wine cues while consumers are choosing wine in a retail
store.
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Paper type Research paper

Introduction
Consumers in different countries evaluate and purchase goods based on product
attributes, which may be particular to each culture. Researchers try to find out what
product attributes most influence consumers’ choice. Some examples of food products
that researchers are trying to study consumers’ preferences for are organic products,
genetically modified food, eco-friendly products, low alcohol wines and more.
Managers and marketers are trying to measure and forecast the importance and
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preferences for product attributes to better fit products to consumers’ expectations and
demands. Wine provides an example of a complex set of products and cues for the
marketer to analyze. Among these cues are extrinsic cues such as brand, price, label
and region and intrinsic cues such as taste, aroma and alcohol content. As intrinsic
attributes are difficult to assess without tasting the wine, most research on wine
buying behavior is based on extrinsic cues. Lockshin and Hall (2003) reviewed over 75
articles concerning consumer behavior for wine and noted many of the studies used
simple surveys with rating scales to measure consumer preference for various wine
attributes. Furthermore, there were conflicting findings in the rank order of the
attributes for importance, though previously having tasted the wine, the price, the
origin, the grape variety and the brand name of the wine were all mentioned frequently.
The authors concluded that the best means to advance understanding of which
attributes and combinations led consumers to purchase a particular wine was to use
either choice-based experiments or analysis of actual consumer purchases.

Measuring actual consumer purchases has a major weakness as it only allows
analysis of what consumers have purchased, but new attributes or combinations
cannot be tested. Another disadvantage is that there is usually not enough information
about the consumers to allow segmentation. Discrete choice experiments are a
powerful and useful method in marketing (Louviere and Woodworth, 1983; Louviere
et al., 2000). The attributes are presented in various combinations, called product
concepts, and the subject is forced to make trade-off between the concepts. The method
allows new attributes and combinations to be tested for preference. One of the
disadvantages of discrete choice is that the design and analysis is complex and use
sophisticated computer programs. Another, and perhaps more serious limitation to
discrete choice models is the difficulty of interpreting the data including the inability to
compare utilities across different experiments (Louviere et al., 2000). Hence, most
researchers still tend to use simple rating scales for surveys, which seem to be easy to
administer and analyze. The subjects are asked to rate their preferences for each
attribute on a given scale such as 1-5, 1-7 or any other scale. Users of this method
generally assume that the rating scales are interval scales and hence it is
straightforward to analyze the data and draw conclusions using simple statistical
procedures, such as comparing means of the attributes using t-tests and analysis of
variance. Although the rating tasks are easy for respondents to complete, they weakly
discriminate among the attributes (Hein et al., 2008), due to several issues that increase
the variance or noise in the results.

Finn and Louviere (1992) suggested the ‘‘best-worst’’ (BW) method to overcome
some of the limitations of scale-based surveys. The respondent has to choose the most
preferred item (called ‘‘most’’ or ‘‘best’’) and the least preferred item (‘‘least’’ or ‘‘worst’’)
in a set of items. Then, the researcher is able to obtain a full ranking of the items
analyzed. Practical details in applying the method and an example using wine cues will
be presented in this paper.

The next sections of the papers are structured as follows. First, commonly used
scaling methods are described with their advantages and limitations. The following
section describes the BW method and the design of the choice sets for the survey used
as the case study. The method is demonstrated using wine attributes that influence
consumers in purchasing wine in the supermarket or in a wine store. Two different
countries are compared to illustrate the strengths of best worst scaling (BWS). The last
section presents conclusions, advantages and limitations of the BWmethod.
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Scaling methods
One typical form of a rating scale is the Likert-type scale where the subjects are asked
to tick their rating for each attribute. Sometimes each response category is labeled and
sometimes only the endpoints are indicated. Researchers in marketing often use
adjectival descriptors to label the scale categories (e.g. ‘‘important’’, ‘‘not important’’,
‘‘good’’ or ‘‘fair’’). One issue is that survey respondents do not use ratings the same way
across respondents, and hence, the meaning respondents associate to the categories
influences the perceived distance between categories (Crask and Fox, 1987). The
distance between four and five for one person may be different that another’s. Hence,
treating these adjectival descriptors or categories as equal interval scales may generate
different conclusions than if they are treated as ordinal scales. Furthermore, people
may limit their responses to certain parts of a rating scale (Couch and Keniston, 1960;
Bachman and O’Malley, 1984) and different parts of the scale are used more often than
others by different cultures.

An example of rating food products is presented by Yeh et al. (1998) who compared
the use of a nine-point hedonic scale to evaluate various foods between American,
Korean, Chinese and Thai consumers living in the USA. They concluded that Chinese,
Korean and Thai respondents use the nine-point hedonic scale differently from
American respondents, irrespective of residency in the USA or length of stay.
Moreover, there were no significant differences in food preferences for Thai and Korea
consumers residing in the USA or their native countries. The results of surveys of
different populations are subject to a range of biases resulting in scores or ratings,
which are too similar or too difficult to interpret (Cohen, 2003; Cohen and Neira, 2003;
Cohen and Orme, 2004; Finn and Louviere, 1992). There is empirical evidence showing
that residents of different countries differ significantly in their responses (see for
example, Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001; Chen et al., 1995; Dolnicar and Grün,
2007). Cohen (2003) also claimed that segmentation studies in international markets
show differences may be due to differences in scale usage rather than to real differences
in consumers’ preferences. As a result, the conclusions of international studies based
on rating scales may be biased.

Attribute importance measured by rating scales is usually not measured relative to
other attributes. Furthermore, some individuals truly might like (or dislike) nearly
every attribute or combination of them and they rate them as ‘‘important’’ (or ‘‘not
important’’). Such responses do not provide adequate discrimination to help managers
identify real priorities (Finn and Louviere, 1992). The relative importance of each
attributes is then derived based on the averages determined across all respondents. So,
it is not possible to draw reliable conclusions concerning the importance of issues or
attributes as there is no possibility for respondents to made trade-offs between the
attributes.

Another method to evaluate the relative importance of attributes is ranking. The
method requires respondents to rank attributes in terms of a specific characteristic, for
example wine attributes in terms of importance, or wine taste in terms of preference.
The task is relatively easy for respondents to complete if the number of attributes is
small. As the number of attributes increases the task becomes exhausting for
respondents. There are ways to rank many attributes, but the task becomes overly
complicated (see for exampleWeller and Romney, 1988).

The ranking task could be simplified by using paired comparisons (developed by
Thurstone, 1927), which is probably the easiest and most reliable method for ranking;
‘‘even a child who is unable to understand a rating scale could perform a series of
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paired comparisons reliably’’ (Cohen and Orme, 2004). Respondents are asked to choose
which is ‘‘more’’ important (the other one is the ‘‘less’’ important) of two items that
presented. Assuming n items, the number of possible pairs is n(n�1)/2. The
disadvantage of the paired comparison is that the number of pairs required to be
judged rises rapidly as the number of items increases. For example, for ten items we
need 45 pairs to be compared, with 13 items we need 78 pairs and for 16 items the
number of pairs increases to 120.

One way to reduce the number of subsets is to arrange the items in subsets of three
or four items each and ask the subject to order, in terms of importance, the items in
each subset. As the number of items in each subset increases, the number of subsets
decreases. For example, if we want to compare 13 attributes and we use subsets of four
items in each subset, we need only 13 subsets if we apply a balanced incomplete block
design (BIBD). Instead of ranking four items in each choice set, one can choose the
most preferred item (‘‘best’’) and the least preferred item (‘‘worst’’). Thus, the ‘‘BW’’
method is an extension of paired comparisons. BW method models the cognitive
process by which respondents identify the two items with the most and the least of a
characteristic from designed subsets of three or more items. The method has several
advantages that overcome the limitations of other methods of measurements such as
rating-based methods.

BW scaling
The BW approach, also known as maximum difference scaling, was developed by
Louviere and Woodworth (1990) and first published in 1992 (Finn and Louviere, 1992).
The method as noted above is an extension of Thurstone’s (1927) random utility theory
for paired comparisons. As respondents can only choose one most and one least
preferred item in each choice set, they are necessarily required to make trade-offs
between items or benefits (Cohen, 2003). This overcomes the issue of many items
having similar importance weights. Furthermore, BW avoids the problem of rating
bias, as there is only one way to choose the ‘‘most’’ and the ‘‘least’’ preferred item,
independent of the cultural background of the respondent (Cohen and Markowitz, 2002;
Lusk and Briggeman, 2009). Hence, the method is powerful in conducting cross
cultural studies in consumer behavior.

BWS methodology has been recently used in different areas such as social sciences,
food and health care (for example Auger et al., 2007; Cohen and Neira, 2003; Lee et al.,
2008; Lusk and Briggeman, 2009). Flynn et al. (2007) present an application of the Best-
worst approach to health care to understand whether waiting time is more important
than quality of care. Auger et al. (2004) tested country differences related to attitudes of
individuals with respect to social and ethical issues such as human rights, child labor,
animal rights and recyclable material. Consumers’ preferences for minced pork patties
were studied by Jaeger et al. (2008). The BW method also has been used to evaluate the
importance of food values such as naturalness, taste, safety, origin, environmental
impact and other factors (Lusk and Briggeman, 2009). However, there are only limited
studies inwine marketing that used BWmethod (Goodman et al., 2005, 2008).

Designing BW surveys
Marley and Louviere (2005) showed that the total choices over all subsets of the implied
pairs are consistent with the multinomial logit model. An approximation of the model
is achieved by calculating the differences of the total best and total worst frequencies
for each item. Thus, as long as the experimental design is balanced, simply adding of
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the number of times an item is chosen as worst and subtracting that from the total
number of times it is chosen as best provides a scale that is about 95 per cent as
accurate as using multinomial logit to model the same data (Auger et al., 2004).

BIBDs are suggested to organize the items to be analyzed in choice sets. One
advantage of BIBD is that large numbers of items can be studied in order to get the full
ranking of all items in a relatively small number of subsets. The BIB designs control
the number of times each pair is compared and by increasing the number of times each
item compared with other item, the total number of subsets is increased and/or the
number of items in each subset is increased. The simplest design is the one that each
item appears only once with each other. Comparing each item with each other item
more frequently increases the internal validity of the survey, but makes it longer and
more repetitive for the respondent.

A simple BIB design may be derived from a Latin Square design, which is used in
agriculture and in industrial experiments when the items of interests have more than
two levels and it is known that there are no interactions between the items. A Latin
Square design for n items is organized by n rows and n columns, where each column
and each row have all the items in different positions. Each row is considered as a block
or a choice set. Latin Square designs seem to be a complete block design as each row
contains all the attributes and the design is balanced as each attribute appears exactly
the same frequency in all choice sets (Weller and Romney, 1988). If k columns (k < n)
are omitted from a n � n Latin Square, the result is a Youden design that has n � k
attributes in each row, namely, an incomplete block design. The design is balanced, as
each attribute appears exactly the same number of times across all rows or choice sets.
More complicated Youden designs could be found in combinatorial books (e.g. Box
et al., 1978; Raghavarao and Padgett, 2005).

Researchers desiring to conduct BW studies should use a BIB design from a well-
known source. The first step is to decide how many total attributes will be compared,
and then to search for designs using that number or attributes. Researchers have to
trade off the number if items per choice set vs the number of choice sets. Practice with
BW designs seems to indicate that four to six items per choice is optimal for most
respondents and most tasks. If the item labels are long, such as positioning statements
(Remaud and Lockshin, 2009), then fewer than six items should be used. Respondents
can typically undertake up to 20 choice sets, though anecdotal evidence suggests that
boredom sets in after about 10-12 choice sets.

Example of a BW study
The next sections describe a BWS study. As noted above, the study starts with a
literature review to identify the key attributes to be compared in the study. Then the
issues of choosing a design are presented, followed by the data collection. The analysis
is presented along with the interpretation of the results in several formats.

Attributes that influence consumers while purchasing wine in a retail store
There are many factors that influence consumers’ choice for wine. Consumers are
trying to reduce risk while buying a bottle of wine. The assessment of the quality of the
wine is complicated and based on extrinsic cues such as price, brand, region, medal,
variety and intrinsic cues such as taste, bouquet and other sensory characteristics of
the wine. The taste of the wine was the most concerning risk for consumers (Mitchell
and Greatorex, 1989) and it was found that the taste of the wine plays a dominant role
for wine consumers (Koewn and Casey, 1995; Thompson and Vourvachis, 1995). In
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most cases, tasting the wine is not possible during the process of selecting wine in a
retail store, hence, most consumers try to choose the wine based on extrinsic cues or
having previously tasting the wine.

The brand is one of the most important cues that consumers assess while
purchasing a product or service (Gordon, 2002) and it is considered as the sum of the
images that consumers have in their mind about a particular company. Another cue
that commonly used in selecting wine is the origin of the wine which was found to be
an important factor in the choice process of wine. In Australia it was the third
important factor that influencing consumers in selecting wine (Batt and Dean, 2000).
Other studies suggested that the region and the origin of the wine is an important cue
in wine choice and has a major impact on wine purchase (Angulo et al., 2000;
Felzensztein and Dinnie, 2005; Felzensztein et al., 2004; Gluckman, 1990; Orth et al.,
2005; Perrouty et al., 2006; Rasmussen and Lockshin, 1999; Skuras and Vakrou, 2002).
There are more factors that influence consumers in purchasing wine and related to
price, such as grape variety, recommendation, reading about the wine, medal and front
label (Combris et al., 1997, 2000).

Based on the literature and wine experts, 13 attributes were chosen to represent the
range of choice cues that consumers might use in wine selection. These attributes are
presented in Table I. We applied a BIB design to allocate the attributes in the choice
sets. After consideration, we decided that 13 choice sets were as many as the
respondents could handle, because of the length of the rest of the questionnaire. The
BIB design for v attributes is denoted as (b, r, k, �) where b is the number of choice sets
(blocks), r is the repetition per level, k is the number of items in each choice set (block
size) and � is the pair frequency. For example, the design noted as 13,4,4,1 for 13
attributes has 13 choice sets, each attribute appears 4 times across all choice sets, each
choice set contains four attributes, and each attribute appears once with each other.
The design is presented in Table II.

The design in Table II contains 13 choice sets, each choice set was presented in the
questionnaire in a separate table. The 13 tables contain four attributes in each table. An
example of one choice set (table) is presented in Table III and it represents choice set
number 9 in Table II and contains attributes 9, 10, 12 and 5. In the choice sets that are
presented to the subjects, the number of the attribute in the choice set is substituted
with its description as in Table I.

Table I.
Wine attributes that
consumers consider

when purchasing wine

Attribute

1 Promotional display in-store
2 Grape variety
3 Origin of the wine
4 Information on the shelf
5 Alcohol level below 13%
6 Matching food
7 Information on back label
8 Medal/award
9 An attractive front label
10 Brand name
11 Someone recommended it
12 I read about it in a guide
13 Tasted the wine previously
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As the decision of purchasing wine depends on the consumption situation (Hall and
Lockshin, 2000) the subjects were asked to choose the ‘‘best’’ (most important) and
‘‘worst’’ (least important) reason why the subject purchased a bottle of wine, related to
the situation described in Table III. The situation was defined to standardize the
situation and to avoid confusion with special situations where people’s criteria might
vary. Respondents find it easy to choose the best and worst from three to six items in a
choice set (Cohen and Orme, 2004). More than five items in a choice set seems to be
exhausting for respondents. As the number of attributes increases the number of
choice sets increases and the questionnaire becomes long. One solution is to split the
choice sets and to present only part of the choice sets to the respondents. This allows
the use of large sets of attributes and this is useful if the assumption is that the
respondents are relatively homogeneous. The disadvantage is that we obtain only
partial information from each subject and hence segmentation of the sample is limited.

Data collection and analysis
Data was collected in Australia during 2006 as part of a broader international study
(see Goodman, 2009). The subjects were recruited in a combination of convenience
sampling outside retail wine stores and from an online panel. The respondents were
asked to choose the ‘‘best’’ (most important) attribute and the ‘‘worst’’ (least important)

Table II.
Balanced incomplete
blocks designs for 13
attributes

v¼ 13
Choice 13,4,4,1
set no. Attribute no.

1 1 2 4 10
2 2 3 5 11
3 3 4 6 12
4 4 5 7 13
5 5 6 8 1
6 6 7 9 2
7 7 8 10 3
8 8 9 11 4
9 9 10 12 5

10 10 11 13 6
11 11 12 1 7
12 12 13 2 8
13 13 1 3 9

Table III.
An example of a BW
choice set as presented
to respondents

Remember the last time you purchased a bottle of wine to have with friends for dinner. For each
of the following tables, tick the ONE reason that MOST influenced your choice and the ONE that
LEAST
Least/worst Attribute Most/best

1 An attractive front label

2 Brand name

3 I read about it

4 Alcohol level below 13%
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attribute while considering purchasing a bottle of wine in a retail store. The
questionnaire is designed to include 13 choice sets (tables) based on the design in Table
II and a range of questions concerning the habits of drinking wine and demographic
data as planned by the researchers. The paper questionnaire was presented to the
respondents explaining the purpose of the study and how to fill the tables (choice sets)
in the questionnaire. We included a worked example of a correctly filled in choice set.
Because in the past we found that subjects do not fill the tables properly, such as
choosing more than one most or least, or missing an answer in one or more table(s).
Such a questionnaire is not valid for the survey as missing data leads to an unbalanced
design and hence it should be omitted. One option to minimize missing values or
ticking best or worst twice is using an on-line survey, which also has the advantage of
presenting the choice sets at random. Furthermore, the respondent is not able to
continue to the next choice set without filling in the displayed choice set properly.
Another advantage is that the respondent can be asked to continue the task of choosing
the next best and worst with the other items in the choice set, and hence a full ranking
of the items in each choice set may be obtained. Randomization of the choice sets in a
paper questionnaire is more complex. Recent unpublished research by Rungie (2008)
indicates that there is a small effect of the order of the choice sets. This is typically done
by using several versions of the questionnaire. This should be in mind when
transforming the items in the choice sets to the original labels. Another simple
approach to randomization is to randomize the sequence of the items and then allocate
them in the choice sets based on the original design.

Data analysis
The first step before the analysis of the data is transforming the item numbers in each
choice set to the original items numbers as in Table I. One possibility is using an
Excel# spreadsheet that also is used for calculations and graphical presentations.
After transforming the best and the worst in each choice set to the original item
numbers, the best minus worst (B�W) for each item is calculated and then for each
respondent we have 13 new B�W variables, one for each item. As each item appears
four times in this design (Table II), each attribute could be chosen four times as best, as
the maximum, and none as worst or vice versa, i.e. four times as worst and none as
best. Consequently, the B�W scores for each attribute and individual can range from
þ4 to�4. Frequencies beyond this range indicate error(s) in the data.

The ranking of the attributes for all the subjects in the survey is obtained by
ordering the BW score of each attribute after subtracting the number of times the
attribute was least important (worst) from the number of times it was most important
(best) in all choice sets (B�W score). Positive values of best minus Worst means that
the given attribute was chosen more frequently as ‘‘best’’ than ‘‘worst’’ and negative
scores should be determined. The average B�W scores is calculated by dividing the
totals of B�W scores by the number of respondents and the frequency that each
attribute appears in the design of the choice sets, i.e. four in our example.

The B�W scores and the ‘‘average B�W scores’’ of the wine attributes for
Australian consumers when they consider purchasing wine in a retail store are
presented in Table IV. We can easily see which factors are most important, which are
similar and which have the least importance by far in influencing wine choice in
Australia. A simple way of graphical presentation is plotting the B�Waverage scores
vs the attributes as depicted in Figure 1. It is obvious that the most important attribute
is ‘‘tasted the wine previously’’ for Australian consumers. The next important
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attributes that most influence Australian consumers are ‘‘recommendation’’ and ‘‘grape
variety’’.

More Australian consumers consider the ‘‘origin of the wine’’ as important
(B�W > 0) while ‘‘information on the shelf’’ for example is less important for most
consumers (B�W < 0), and ‘‘alcohol level below 13 per cent’’ is the least important for
Australian consumers. The attributes in the middle of the scale (such as ‘‘medal’’, ‘‘I read
about it’’ or ‘‘matching food’’) were either not often chosen as best or worst, or were
chosen as best the about the same frequency as worst. It is important to understand the
nature of the BW variation and to look for underlying segments in the analyzed
sample. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this article and is discussed more
completely by Mueller and Rungie (2009).

The question whether ‘‘grape variety’’ is significantly different from the ‘‘origin of
the wine’’ or between any two attributes could be answered applying one way analysis
of variance and a post hoc test, such as Tukey’s B across all possible pairs of attribute
means. We can see the statistically similar groups of attributes that emerge within the
data (Table V). It is obvious that ‘‘grape variety’’, ‘‘origin of the wine’’, ‘‘brand name’’
and ‘‘medal/award’’ are not significantly different, while ‘‘tasted the wine previously’’ is
significantly more important ( p < 0.05) from ‘‘someone recommended it’’. Our

Table IV.
Importance of wine
attributes by Australian
consumers (n¼ 305,
ranked by B–W score)

No. Attribute Total best Total worst B–W score Average B–W score

13 Tasted the wine previously 838 44 794 0.651
11 Someone recommended it 497 115 382 0.313
2 Grape variety 468 189 279 0.229
3 Origin of the wine 366 178 188 0.154
10 Brand name 401 218 183 0.150
8 Medal/award 364 217 147 0.120
12 I read about it 246 246 0 0.000
6 Matching food 269 348 �79 �0.065
7 Information on back label 194 275 �81 �0.066
4 Information on the shelf 99 364 �265 �0.217
9 An attractive front label 119 430 �311 �0.255
1 Promotional display in-store 85 512 �427 �0.350
5 Alcohol level below 13% 19 829 �810 �0.664

Figure 1.
BW average scores of
wine attributes that
influence consumer retail
wine purchasing in
Australia (n ¼ 305)
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experience shows that the BW method provides better discrimination compared to
rating scale method. This is in agreement with Cohen and Neira (2003) and Hein et al.
(2008), who found greater discrimination when the BW method was used compared to
traditional scaling methods.

Another way to compare attribute importance is to derive ratio scores by taking the
square root after dividing the total best (B) scores by the total worst (W) scores for each
person (adding 0.5 to each W avoids dividing by zero). The resulting coefficient
measures the choice probability compared to the most important item benchmark of
100 per cent (Auger et al., 2007; Flynn et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008; Marley and Louviere,
2005). The square root of (B/W) for all attributes (sqrt(B/W)) is scaled by a factor such
that the most important attribute with the highest sqrt(B/W) becomes 100. All
attributes can then be compared to each other by their relative sqrt(B/W) ratio. The
result is interpreted as X per cent (e.g. 60 per cent) as likely to be chosen best as the
most important.

The relative importance for each attribute for Australian wine consumers is
presented in Table VI. The most important attribute for Australian consumers is
‘‘tasted the wine previously’’ and it is denoted as 100. All other attributes are related to
this attribute and could be interpreted as relative to the most important attribute or to
each other. The relative importance (Table VI) of ‘‘someone recommended it’’ is
considered to be 47.8 and ‘‘matching food’’ is only 20.2. We conclude that ‘‘tasted the
wine previously’’ is about twice more important as ‘‘someone recommended it’’ and four
times as important as ‘‘matching food’’. In other notation, the probability of choosing
‘‘matching food’’ as important is about 20.2 per cent comparing to the probability of
choosing ‘‘tasted the wine previously’’ as important (100 per cent), while choosing wine
in a retail store.

As the individual B�W scores are unbiased and do not suffer scale confounds, it is
straightforward to compare Australian consumers with another culture. A similar
survey with the same design as in Table II was performed in Israel during 2006. The
B�W scores were calculated for each respondent as well as the total B�W, the average
B�W scores and the relative importance, and they are presented in Table VI. It is clear
that the most important attribute for Israeli consumers is ‘‘tasted the wine previously’’
as for Australian consumers.

Table V.
Mean comparison of

attributes for Australian
data (n ¼ 305)

Attribute B–W score Average B–W score Comparison of means*

13 Tasted the wine previously 794 0.651 �

11 Someone recommended it 382 0.313 �

2 Grape variety 279 0.229 � �

3 Origin of the wine 188 0.154 �

10 Brand name 183 0.150 �

8 Medal/award 147 0.120 �

12 I read about it 0 0.000 �

6 Matching food �79 �0.065 �

7 Information on back label �81 �0.066 �

4 Information on the shelf �265 �0.217 �

9 An attractive front label �311 �0.255 � �

1 Promotional display in-store �427 �0.350 �

5 Alcohol level below 13% �810 �0.664 �

Note: *Tukey B p< 0.05; items with �s in the same column or row are not significantly different
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The relative importance, ‘‘matching food’’, ‘‘I read about it’’, ‘‘grape variety’’ and
‘‘someone recommended it’’ for Israeli consumers is almost the same, far away from
‘‘tasting the wine previously’’. The probabilities of choosing these four attributes as
important are almost equal and are about 25 per cent. Comparing consumers’
preferences in the two nations, the relative importance of ‘‘information on the shelf’’ in
Australia is 12.0 while in Israel is 6.1 (Table VI). Although most consumers in Australia
and in Israel consider ‘‘information on the shelf’’ is of less importance (negative B�W),
we may conclude that the probability of choosing ‘‘information on the shelf’’ by
Australian consumers about twice as by Israeli consumers.

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of the relative importance of the items for
consumers in the two countries. While tasting the wine has the highest probability to
be chosen by both Israeli and Australian consumers, and is recorded as 100, all other
attributes are presented in bars relative to ‘‘tasting the wine previously’’. It can be seen
that ‘‘I read about it’’ (attribute #12) is of the same relative importance to both
Australian and Israeli consumers, while ‘‘origin of the wine’’ is of much higher
importance to Australian consumers.

Table VI.
Importance of wine
attributes by Australian
and Israeli consumers
(ranked by Australian
B–W scores)

Australia n¼ 305 Israel n¼ 184

No. Attribute
B–W
score

Average
B–W
score

SQRT
(B/W)

Relative
importance

B–W
score

Average
B–W
score

SQRT
(B/W)

Relative
importance

13 Tasted the wine
previously

794 0.651 4.34 100.0 559 0.760 6.29 100.0

11 Someone recommended it 382 0.313 2.07 47.8 134 0.182 1.41 22.4
2 Grape variety 279 0.229 1.57 36.2 125 0.170 1.44 22.9
3 Origin of the wine 188 0.154 1.43 33.0 �157 �0.213 0.57 9.0
10 Brand name 183 0.150 1.35 31.2 133 0.181 1.45 23.1
8 Medal/award 147 0.120 1.29 29.8 �26 �0.035 0.93 14.7
12 I read about it 0 0.000 1.00 23.0 122 0.166 1.46 23.2
6 Matching food �79 �0.065 0.88 20.2 169 0.230 1.58 25.1
7 Information on back label �81 �0.066 0.84 19.3 �127 �0.173 0.58 9.2
9 An attractive front label �311 �0.255 0.53 12.1 �222 �0.302 0.45 7.1
4 Information on the shelf �265 �0.217 0.52 12.0 �236 �0.321 0.38 6.1
1 Promotional display

in-store
�427 �0.350 0.41 9.4 �134 �0.182 0.68 10.8

5 Alcohol level below 13% �810 �0.664 0.15 3.5 �340 �0.462 0.31 4.9

Figure 2.
Relative importance of
wine attributes that
influence consumer
purchasing wine in
Australia (n ¼ 305) and in
Israel (n ¼ 184)
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Significant differences (if exist) between consumers’ perceptions in Australia and in
Israel and within segments in both countries could be found applying simple statistical
procedures using the B�W scores (Goodman et al., 2008). As the B�W measures do
not suffer scale bias, the data do not need any further transformation and many
statistical procedures could be applied to the data, such as factor analysis, cluster
analysis and other statistical procedures (see for example Cohen et al., 2009; Mueller
and Rungie, 2009).

Conclusions
Researchers have been trying to find what wine attributes most influence consumers’
perception of wine quality. This is a complex task, as the perceived quality of the wine
is based on many attributes that might influence consumers in the process of their
choice. Consumers usually assess wine quality based on intrinsic cues such as alcohol
level, wine style, taste and other sensory attributes, and extrinsic cues such as brand
name, region, packaging and others. As most of the intrinsic cues can only be assessed
during consumption, the ability of a consumer to evaluate the wine is limited without
tasting the wine. Hence, consumers usually rely on extrinsic cues as indicators of
quality. Among these cues are brand name, origin of the wine, region and wine awards.
However, there are trade-offs among these cues for example, between brand name and
region of the vineyard. The brand name is a combination of attributes that reflect the
reputation of the company, the wine maker and the wine style, and the region reflects
the influence of soil, climate, irrigation and other environmental factors.
Understanding which attributes and/or combinations of them influence consumers in
their choice of wine, choice-based surveys should be conducted. Yet, choice-based
experiments are limited to extrinsic cues and they are relatively complex and required
a relatively large number of respondents as the number of attributes to be analyzed
increases.

One of the popular methods to measure consumers’ preferences is using surveys
where subjects are asked to rate or rank their preferences for each attribute on a given
scale. The rating tasks are easy for respondents to complete and for researchers to
analyze. Researchers assume that the rating scales are interval scales and hence it is
straightforward to apply simple statistical analyzes, such as comparing means of
the attributes. Yet, the attributes are rated independently and not compared with other
attributes and hence, researchers cannot evaluate the relative importance of
an attribute to the others as there are no trade-offs among the attributes. Furthermore,
some consumers might like almost every attribute or consider most of the attributes as
important. Such responses do not provide adequate discrimination and therefore, it is
not possible to draw reliable conclusions concerning the importance of attributes.
Studies in different cultures show that different cultures use different parts of the
rating scales. Hence, the results of surveys of different populations are subject to a
range of biases resulting in scores or ratings, which are too similar or too difficult to
interpret. As a result, conclusions of international studies based on rating scales may
be biased.

The BW method overcomes most of the limitations of rating and ranking methods.
The respondents are provided choice sets with three or more items, and they are forced
to choose the best/most important and the worst/least important item from each set.
Unlike rating scales, there is no bias in the choice as there is only one option to choose
something that is ‘‘most’’ or ‘‘least’’ important. The key issue for implementation is to
design a series of choice sets that include all the items of interest and all possible
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comparisons an equal number of times for each respondent. BIBDs are suggested to
create the choice sets. The BIB designs control the number of times each pair
is compared and by increasing the number of each item compared with other items, the
total number of subsets is increased and/or the number of items in each subset is
increased. One advantage of BIBD is that a large number of items can be studied
and the full ranking of all items can be obtained with a relatively small number of
subsets.

The BWS method is an approach that has much to offer to researchers in wine
business and marketing as well as for marketers in general. The BW method has
several advantages compared to other scaling methods. Respondents are asked to
make trade-offs between items, which other rating methods do not use. BWS provides
a better discrimination of the items in the study. The method allows the researcher to
construct an individual-level ranking in a relatively easy structure, especially using on-
line surveys where respondents are asked to choose the second and/or third set of best
and worst in each subset. The BW scaling method provides the ranking of the items in
the study and allows the researcher to measure the relative importance of each
attribute to the other as a ratio scale of the probabilities of choosing each attribute. The
method yields a score of BW for each attribute that could be analyzed using many
statistical procedures without standardization of the data. The ratio of B/W of each
attribute is in correlation with the probability of choosing the attribute as important
and can be directly compared to other attributes.

The paper presents an empirical example using BWS method to determine the
importance of wine cues while consumers are choosing wine in a retail store. The
method can be implemented to other wine characteristics or to a wide range of
marketing questions. Researchers can estimate the probability of choosing Chardonnay
compared to Sauvignon Blanc for example, or any other wine variety. The question
whether Chilean wine is preferred to French wine (or vice versa) by consumers in
different countries could be answered and as well as what price consumers are willing
to pay. What is the probability of choosing an imported wine compared to another local
or imported wine? Is the brand name is more important than the region or country of
origin? BWS lends itself to a wide range of comparisons. In this special issue, for
example Remaud and Lockshin (2009) compare the salience of different positioning
statements for a specific wine region. Such questions could be answered using BW
methodology by using a consumer survey based on BW choice sets. Studies in different
cultures can be easily compared as there is no bias in the choice as there is only one
way to choose something as ‘‘best’’ and something as ‘‘worst’’.

There are several limitations to the method. First, it becomes complicated to analyze
many attributes in a single survey. A full ranking of each individual becomes a difficult
task and using only part of the items to different respondents limits the possibility of
segmentation, although recent advances in latent clustering provide a degree of
analysis with partial designs (Vermunt and Magidson, 2005). Furthermore, even with a
relatively small number of items (10-15), respondents’ perception is that the task is
boring as there are many repeated items across all choice sets. The perception of
respondents using the BW method is that the researcher is trying to judge their
cognitive processes and whether they are choosing consistently the best and worst
items. However, our experience suggests that it is relatively easy for respondents to
answer 15 choice sets or less, using a paper questionnaire.

There are many advantages to BW scaling which can be beneficial in wine
marketing research. As the number of items increase it is recommended to use an
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online survey that limits the errors made by respondents while using a paper survey.
This paper provides guidance and examples to the design and analysis of surveys
using the BWmethod.
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